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Abstract—Mobile wireless networks frequently possess, at the
same time, both dense and sparse regions of connectivity; for
example, due to a heterogeneous node distribution or radio
propagation environment. This paper is about modeling both
the mobility and the formation of clusters in such networks,
where nodes are concentrated in clusters of dense connectivity,
interspersed with sparse connectivity. Uniformly dense and sparse
networks have been extensively studied in the past, but not much
attention has been devoted to clustered networks.
We present a new mobility model for clustered networks,
which is important for the design and evaluation of routing
protocols. We refer to our model as Heterogeneous Random Walk
(HRW). This model is simple, mathematically tractable, and it
captures the phenomenon of emerging clusters, observed in real
partitioned networks. We provide a closed-form expression for
the stationary distribution of node position and we give a method
for “perfect simulation”.
Moreover, we provide evidence, based on mobility traces,
for the main macroscopic characteristics of clustered networks
captured by the proposed mobility model. In particular, we
show that in some scenarios, nodes have statistically very similar
mobility patterns. Also, we discuss cluster dynamics and the
relationship between node speed and node density.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Most routing protocols for MANETs (mobile ad hoc networks) are designed for dense networks with permanent endto-end connectivity. Recently, there has been significant interest in protocols designed for partitioned networks, where
end-to-end connectivity exists rarely or never. Many research
groups have studied partitioned networks in the last few years
[1], [5], [12], [13], [17], [21], [24], [26], [27], [6].
The authors of [6] distinguish between two types of mobile
partitioned networks: sparse and clustered. What distinguishes
a clustered network from a sparse network is the number and
size of its (connected) components. As a result of this qualitative difference in component size, it is typically sufficient in
sparse networks to restrict communication between nodes to
single hops, as this does not sacrifice many relay opportunities.
For this reason, many existing DTN routing algorithms exploit
only one-hop communication [1], [12], [15], [17], [28], [27],
[29], [32], with the exception of [19], [21], [24], [6]. In
contrast, in clustered networks, restricting communication to
single hop relaying would be very limiting, given the larger
clusters and the presence of longer paths.
In this paper, we propose a new mobility model for clustered
networks, which we refer to as Heterogeneous Random Walk

(HRW). This model captures some of the qualitative properties observed in real mobility scenarios. Under this mobility
model, every node performs an independent random walk on a
plane, which is divided into regions characterized by different
average node speeds. Within a low speed region the density
of nodes is high, giving rise to rich connectivity; within high
speed regions the connectivity is sparse.
The HRW mobility model is interesting for four major
reasons. First, the HRW model is parsimonious, requiring only
a small number of parameters to control the macroscopic
properties of the model. Nevertheless, the model captures
clustering and spatial heterogeneity, a ubiquitous feature of
real mobility processes.
Second, although other models [2], [10], [16], [26] rely on
similar mobility processes, e.g., random waypoint or random
direction, they assume that each node has a set of so-called
preferred locations. Such locations are visited by a node more
often than other locations. In other words, nodes are not
statistically equivalent, and their individual mobility can be
well predicted. This is a strong assumption, with important
implications for the design of robust routing protocols. This is
not the case in the HRW mobility model, where nodes move
independently following the same law. We provide evidence
in this paper that in some scenarios, the mobility patterns of
different nodes can be almost indistinguishable. This may be
problematic for DTN routing protocols that assume a-priori
that the movement patterns of nodes are very different and
predictable, e.g., [1], [12], [17].
Third, another interesting macroscopic property of the HRW
model is the stability of cluster locations. In reality, cluster
formation can often be attributed to features of the natural
or constructed environment (e.g., railway station, warehouse,
parking lot, watering hole). For DTN routing, this is an important feature that can be exploited to design efficient schemes.
This becomes clear in light of the approaches presented in
[15], [24], [30]. Specifically, with our Island Hopping (IH)
routing algorithm [24], we show that the existence of stable
clusters can be exploited in routing protocols even if individual
nodes are statistically indistinguishable.
Fourth, the HRW model captures an interesting relationship
between speed and density, for which we provide some evidence in this paper. In the model, differences in node density
(and hence connectivity) in different regions, can be viewed

as a consequence of different average speeds in these regions.
We do observe such an inverse relationship between speed and
density in at least one realistic mobility scenario, but suspect
that it may be quite universal.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section II we describe the model, calculate its stationary
distribution, and give a method for “perfect simulation”. In
Section III, we analyze real mobility traces to validate the key
properties of the model. In Section IV, we compare several
mobility models and their ability to predict the performance
of an epidemic routing protocol. In Section V, we discuss
related work. Finally, in Section VI we conclude the paper
with a brief summary of our contributions.

Infinitesimal variances bx (z, t) and by (z, t) of the changes in
Zx and Zy , respectively, are equal to σl2 if a node is in Al or
σh2 if a node is in Ah (2), where σh2 = γσl2 with γ > 1. Note
that the variance reflects the speed of the node. Moreover,
we constrain ourselves to a process where the infinitesimal
changes in Zx and Zy are uncorrelated (3).
m=4
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II. T HE H ETEROGENEOUS R ANDOM WALK M ODEL
Here, we define the HRW model, calculate the stationary
node distribution and conditions for the emergence of clusters,
and we discuss how to perform a simulation that starts directly
from the stationary distribution (i.e., “perfect simulation”
[3].) We first define our model as a diffusion process, then
show how to correct for boundary effects in a discrete-time
approximation.
A. Definition

h→0

Fig. 1: Heterogeneous Random Walk - nodes move more
slowly in region Al than in Ah .
B. Stationary Distribution and Connectivity
A node’s position in the stationary regime has pdf

The simulation area is a torus of unit side length. We have
n nodes that move independently of each other. We divide the
torus into two regions Al and Ah , where each node performs a
two-dimensional Brownian motion with heterogeneous speeds
(variances) in these two regions, with a slower speed in Al than
in Ah . The region Al can be generated, for example, as the
union of m random disks of radius rl , and Ah its complement
(cf. Figure 1). The difference in variance in the two regions
gives rise to different node densities.
More formally ([14], Chapter 15), each node moves according to a process Z = {Z(t), t ≥ 0} taking values in [0, 1]2
with the coordinate representation Z(t) = (Zx (t), Zy (t)),
where :
• Z(0) is an initial position in the torus;
• Zx and Zy satisfies the following conditions:
ax (z, t) = lim

Ah

1
E[Zx (t + h) − Zx (t) | Z(t) = z] = 0 (1)
h

1
E[(Zx (t + h) − Zx (t))2 | Z(t) = z]
h→0 h
 2
σl
if z ∈ Al
, σl < σh ,
(2)
= b(z) :=
σh2 if z ∈ Ah

bx (z, t) = lim

and similarly for ay (z, t) and by (z, t);
1
E[(Zx (t + h) − Zx (t))×
h
×(Zy (t + h) − Zy (t)) | Z(t) = z] = 0.

axy (z, t) = lim

h→0

(3)

Thus, infinitesimal means ax (z, t) and ay (z, t) of the
changes in Zx and Zy , respectively, are equal to 0 (1).

f (z) = β/b(z), β =

1
2
|Al |/σl2 +|Ah |/σh

,

(4)

where |Al | and |Ah | are the surface areas of the regions Al and
Ah , respectively (cf. Appendix A). The node density λ(z) =
nf (z), and hence, node densities λl and λh in regions Al and
Ah , respectively, relate as λl = γλh (γ = σh2 /σl2 > 1), i.e.,
the density of nodes is γ times larger inside the disks than
outside of them. Thus, the heterogeneous speed gives rise to
the heterogeneous node density that is inversely proportional
to the speed.
The stationary probabilities that a node is located inside or
outside a cluster are πl = β|Al |/σl2 and πh = β|Ah |/σh2 ,
respectively. We use this in Section IV to fit the parameters
of our model to a mobility trace.
Let us now discuss the relationship between the connectivity
of nodes and the parameters of our model. The regime of
interest for our model is when node density is high enough
for clusters to form inside the disks, and sparse outside.
We rely on results from continuous percolation theory [18].
Assume a Poisson point process with density λ and assume
that two nodes are connected iff they are within distance r.
Then, if λr2 > (λr2 )cr ≈ 1.43 (where (λr2 )cr is called
the percolation threshold), an infinite cluster appears with a
positive probability. This is called the supercritical regime. In
the subcritical regime λr2 < (λr2 )cr , the clusters are almost
surely finite. Although these results hold for the infinite plane,
they are good approximations as long as the node density is
sufficiently high ([22], Proposition 2).
Therefore, we choose the parameters of our model such that
we are in the supercritical regime in Al , i.e., λl r2 > (λr2 )cr ,

and such that we are in the subcritical regime in Ah , i.e.,
λh r2 < (λr2 )cr .
The following table summarizes the parameters of the
model.
n
m
rl
γ = σh2 /σl2
r

# of nodes
# of disks (clusters)
disk radius
ratio between variances in Al and Ah
connectivity range

C. Perfect Simulation and Discrete-Time Approximation
In this subsection, we provide an algorithm allowing for
“perfect simulation”. The algorithm initializes node positions
to start the simulations immediately in a stationary regime,
thus obviating the need for a transient warmup phase.
We begin the simulations as follows. We need to place n
nodes according to the stationary distribution given by (4)1 .
First, we find the initial number Nl of nodes in Al , which
is ∼ Bin(n, πl ) (and Nh = n − Nl ). We then need to
place Nl nodes uniformly at random in the union of disks.
One straightforward way to achieve this is by dropping nodes
randomly on the torus, and retaining only those falling into a
disk, until we have enough nodes. We proceed in analogous
fashion for the Nh external nodes.
After placing the nodes, we run our simulations as follows.
At every time step each node moves for ∆ = (∆x , ∆y ), where
∆x and ∆y are independent variables chosen independently
for every node and for every time step. Each of these variables
has a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance σl2 if a
node is in Al or σh2 if it is in Ah .
As the HRW model is a diffusion process with spatially
dependent coefficient b(z), our simulations will lead to a
systematic error, as shown in [8]. The authors in [8] propose
an elegant solution to this problem in a general case when b(z)
is a differentiable function. This solution consists in correcting
every step length ∆, depending on the gradient of b(z) during
this step. As in our case b(z) is a step function their solution is
not straightforwardly applicable. Nevertheless, following their
approach we find the correction for ∆ for our model (see
Appendix B).
D. Implications for Routing
One motivation for our model is to shed light on the
design of routing and forwarding algorithms for partitioned
mobile networks, and more specifically, on the use of control
information in these algorithms. The design and analysis of
routing algorithms for such networks is more challenging and
complex than for connected networks, because (i) a route
is only realized over time, and (ii) the exchange of control
information itself has to rely on opportunistic connectivity, and
is therefore subject to the dynamics of the network topology.
1 The node positions are “almost” a Poisson process with heterogeneous
intensity λ(z), except for the condition that the total number of nodes is
exactly n instead of P o(n).

The design of routing protocols usually relies on a set of
assumptions on the network topology and dynamics. For example, a particular mobility model (random waypoint, random
walk, etc.) or a class of network topologies is postulated. If
such assumptions are too strong, there is a danger of tailoring
the algorithm to these assumptions, instead of designing a
robust algorithm which is effective over a wide range of settings. Therefore, we need to carefully check these assumptions,
and test candidates against different models to assess their
robustness.
We introduce the HRW model because we believe that it
represents a challenging but realistic corner case that DTN
routing algorithms should be able to handle. Specifically, the
key distinguishing features of the model are that (i) nodes are
statistically equivalent, and (ii) clustering arises as a property
of the environment, rather than as a property of the nodes.
It should be clear that these two features would hamper
any attempt to base routing decisions on nodal statistics
(e.g., preferred locations for particular nodes, or encounter
frequencies between specific pairs of nodes), which appears to
be an implicit or explicit assumption built into many routing
protocols [15], [31].
This also allows us to shed some light on an important
consideration in protocol design, namely: what control information should nodes collect and exchange to drive routing
decisions? In the corner case represented by our model, we
can shed some light on this question, which we now briefly
sketch without giving formal proofs.
Consider a modified version of the HRW model, where
nodes move on a square grid rather than in Euclidean space,
and where two nodes are connected iff they are located at the
same grid position. This model is interesting to study routing
protocols, because forwarding a message to another node has
no benefit in terms of distance (because both nodes must be
located at the same grid position); the only benefit may lie in
the future evolution of a node which receives the copy.
Different routing protocols proposed in the literature collect
and exchange different statistics about the network (e.g.,
encounter times with other nodes). We can bound the performance of such routing protocols by an oracle that reveals
the entire past and current state to every node, and ask how a
routing protocol should be designed within the HRW model.
First, consider so-called single-copy routing strategies,
where only a single copy of a message exists at any given
time in the network [28]. In the (grid-based) HRW model, the
optimal routing strategy would never forward a message. This
is because conditional on the current state of the network, the
future evolution of any node is i.i.d. As a consequence, there
is no value in statistics about the network state.
Second, let us focus on multi-copy strategies. One approach
is the so-called spray-and-wait approach [27], where copies
of a message are initially sent to a set of relay nodes; each
relay node then waits to meet the destination to hand off the
message, but no further copies are made. In the HRW model,
it can be shown that the choice of the set of nodes carrying the
message is irrelevant; therefore, again, past information has no

value under HRW mobility 2 .
Third, and more subtly, if copy decisions are allowed at later
points in time, then there is value in statistics about the past,
despite the Markovian structure of the system. This is because
information about the past can help to generate additional
copies of a message at opportune times. For example, when
a node with a copy of a message encounters other nodes that
have recently met the destination, then this is an indication that
the destination is near; it might then be beneficial to generate
additional copies of the message to “catch” the destination.
It is an open question what an optimal multi-copy strategy
based on an oracle would look like, what the best possible
performance penalty of a scheme without oracle is, and what
statistics such a scheme needs to collect.
In summary, we can (very loosely) say that in a system
where nodal mobility is independent and not predictable
conditional on the current location (random walk), multi-copy
schemes can nevertheless be designed so that the set of copies
of a message does evolve towards the message destination.
However, this cannot be achieved through either a singlecopy or a spray-and-wait approach, where copy decisions are
only made once, but requires that copy decisions are made
repeatedly along the way. Our work [24] is such an example,
where the nodes collectively learn the topology of clusters, and
continuously create and destroy message copies, ensuring that
the “bundle” of messages as a whole makes progress towards
the destination, even though the underlying nodes perform
independent random walks.
III. VALIDATION
In this section, we show that certain macroscopic characteristics specific to clustered networks are prevalent in real
mobility traces and that they can be captured by the HRW
mobility model.
For the purpose of our study we use two large GPS-based
mobility traces. The main data set contains mobility traces of
taxi cabs in San Francisco, USA3 . It contains GPS coordinates
of approximately 500 taxis collected over 30 days in the
San Francisco Bay Area. Each taxi is equipped with a GPS
receiver and sends a location-update (timestamp, identifier,
geo-coordinates) to a central server. The location-updates are
quite fine-grained - the average time interval between two
consecutive location updates is less than 10 sec, allowing
us to accurately interpolate node positions between locationupdates.
The second data set is less detailed, and we use it only
for one experiment below. It contains GPS traces collected
by mobile phone users subscribed to the Nokia Sportstracker
service4 . This data set is larger than the first in terms of number
of mobile nodes, but also covers a much larger geographical
region and time period (more than one year). Mobile phone
users can upload workout and activity traces to the Nokia
Sportstracker web site to store and share with others. For the
2 Except

possibly through the number of copies that are generated.

3 http://cabspotting.org
4 http://sportstracker.nokia.com/

purpose of this study we focused on subsets from Helsinki,
Finland (3757 distinct GPS traces), Stockholm, Sweden (1056
distinct GPS traces) and London, UK (2488 distinct GPS
traces). The data set combines traces from different activities
(running, walking, cycling, etc.), and as such only provides
occasional snapshots of a person’s long-term mobility. Therefore, it is less suited for the purposes of this study, where we
are interested in long-term mobility patterns of a set of nodes.
A. Statistical Equivalence of Nodes
In the following experiment, we test to what extent the
nodes in the San Francisco taxi trace follow distinguishable
mobility patterns, e.g., because drivers might have location
preferences. This is an important consideration, because it
measures the potential for a DTN routing algorithm to make
judicious decisions about which node a packet to forward to.
We assume a null hypothesis that all the node mobility
patterns are drawn from the same underlying distribution, and
use a Pearson’s χ2 test to decide whether we need to reject the
null hypothesis, separately for each trace. More specifically,
we look at the distribution of counts of visits to a grid of
square cells of equal size for a time period of one day. This
time period is a conservative upper bound of the time-scale
of interest in a routing protocol. We simply take the true
distribution as the aggregate over all nodes.
For this analysis we first divide the whole area of San
Francisco into a set of square cells of equal size (1000 × 1000
m). For each day, we compute the χ2 statistic for each node
to measure the difference between its cell counts and that of
the entire population. See Figure 2 for four snapshots of daily
counts; the plots suggest that the distributions are indeed quite
similar.
Call Oz a count for cell z, and Ez the count under the
reference distribution. To prevent overestimation of statistical
significance for small counts, we only include cells with
sufficient probability mass, i.e., the set Q := {z : Ez ≥ 5}.
2
P
z)
The test statistic is X 2 = z∈Q (Oz −E
. We find the
Ez
p-value of the test as p = P X 2 ≤ χ2 (|Q| − 1) , where
χ2 (|Q| − 1) is a χ2 random variable with |Q| − 1 degrees
of freedom. The test rejects the null hypothesis if the p-value
is smaller than the significance level (e.g., α = 0.05).
In Figure 3 we plot the CDF of the p-values found for
each node on each day for the whole period of 30 days. We
find that most of the traces (more than 60%) are statistically
indistinguishable (p-value > α = 0.05) from the overall
population. We note that over longer time scales, we would
reject the null hypothesis more frequently, because small
differences in the underlying distributions would be amplified
relative to the sampling noise. However, in most applications
of interest (such as forwarding in DTN routing protocols), the
time-scale of interest tends to be of the order of minutes to
hours; over these time-scales, for the mobility trace at hand,
we have to assume that a majority of nodes follow similar
mobility patterns.

Fig. 2: Spatial histogram of cell counts for four different taxis during one day. A darker pixel indicates higher count.
Empirical CDF of the p−value

Scatterplot of the speed versus the inverse of the density
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the speed map (left) and density map
(right), based on a 5 hour period (from 16h00 until 21h00
local time on a working day) from the San Francisco trace,
with cell size 1000 × 1000 m. Darker pixels indicate higher
speed/density.
B. Speed and Density Maps
Here we focus on the spatial distribution of vehicle speed
and density. To find the average speed at a location, we again
divide the whole area of San Francisco into a set of square
cells of equal size. Then, for each cell z we record the vehicle’s
speed at which it enters cell z to obtain an average cell speed
vz .
Next, we focus on the density of nodes over the same grid
of square cells. At every time instant, we record the number
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p−value of the Pearson’s χ test

Fig. 3: The CDF of the p-value of the Pearson’s χ2 test that
veryfies the statistical equivalence of mobile nodes from the
San Francisco data set.
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Fig. 5: Correlation between the speed and the inverse of
density, for cells with at least 20 updates.
of vehicles visiting a particular cell z. Next, we find the node
density λz for each cell z. As a result, we obtain a so-called
density map. To generate an example density map, we use the
same 5 hour snapshot of the trace as for the speed map above.
As the spatial distribution of node density is heavy tailed,
for the sake of visualization, we present an example map of
log(λz ) in Figure 4b.
The figure does suggest that speed and density are negatively correlated, i.e., that locations of high speed see low node
density, and vice versa. In Figure 5, we show a scatterplot of
speed and density for all cells z at which there were at least
20 location-updates (to average out noise). This plot suggests
that the negative correlation is present, but amid a lot of noise.
The HRW model controls node density and average speed
2
with a single parameter σl,h
. High node density inside Al
arises because nodes move more slowly, and therefore spend
relatively more time than in Ah . We conjecture that such
an inverse relationship may be quite universal, because the
mobility of nodes may be more “constrained” by other nodes
in high-density areas, limiting their speed. This is quite easy to
see in vehicular settings (highway vs. downtown traffic jam).
C. Connectivity
Let us first define the connectivity graph. Here again, as in
Section II, we assume a (scaled) unit disk model for connectivity. The mobile nodes and the corresponding wireless links
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radio communication range
250

D. Cluster Dynamics
In the previous subsection, we studied components in instantaneous snapshots of the connectivity graph. We now turn

200

number of nodes in the cluster

define the connectivity graph G(V, E), where V (G) is the set
of mobile nodes and E(G) is the set of radio links between
mobile nodes, i.e., E(G) = {e = (i, j)|dij ≤ r}. We define
Hk as a component of G, with C(G)
= {H1 , H2 · · · , HK }
Sk=K
the set of all components, i.e., G = k=0 Hk .
To show that islands of connectivity may emerge we study
how the structure of the connectivity graph changes with
increasing r. More precisely, we focus on the size of components |Hk | present in the connectivity graph C(G) generated
at a random time instant from both the taxi cab and Nokia
Sportstracker data sets.
For this experiment, we densify our trace in the following
way. We assume that the sampled nodes are a representative
subset of the overall traffic, and that their movements are
stationary and ergodic. Under this assumption, we can generate
a denser sample of instantaneous node locations (in our case,
5000 nodes) by sampling uniformly at random from the entire
dataset. This denser sample brings out more detail in the
connectivity graph.
In Figure 6 we show the results for four cities: San
Francisco, Helsinki, Stockholm and London. We observe a
clear trend in all the cases: the number of components rises
quickly with the communication range r towards a maximum;
past this critical value, the number of components starts to
decrease, because smaller components start coalescing into
larger ones. However, this decrease tends to be slow; even
when r becomes a multiple of the critical value, we still
have many components left. This is because node locations
are distributed very non-uniformly in space, which prevents
percolation into a single giant cluster when r grows. Thus, we
conclude that disconnected network topologies with a large
number of components seem to be a robust phenomenon which
persists over a wide range of radio ranges.

number of nodes in the cluster

250

Fig. 6: Emergence of connectivity islands in the connectivity
graph - each data point represents the number of components
of size larger than 10 in the connectivity graph G(V, E) for
different values of r.
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Fig. 8: Comparison of the size evolution of the largest long
lasting clusters in the model and and San Francisco trace.
to the dynamics of the connectivity graph over time, to verify
to what extent the HRW model approximates reality.
For this, we focus on clusters, which can be thought of
as sequences of “related” components over time. Note that
from one time step to the next, the node set of a component
may change slightly because of mobility, and components
can merge or split. In order to meaningfully analyze cluster
dynamics, we need to establish a correspondence between
components at subsequent time steps. To identify such clusters,
we rely on the CCL algorithm proposed in our earlier work
[25].
We would like to validate how well our model captures the
cluster dynamics over real mobility scenario. Therefore, we
analyze the cluster dynamics of both real clusters observed in
the San Francisco trace, as well as clusters produced in the
model whose parameters were inferred from the San Francisco
trace. We explain in detail the method for extracting the HRW
model parameters from a trace in the Section IV.
We analyze the following two metrics:
•
•

Tc : cluster lifetime - the time a cluster is present in the
network;
Nc : cluster size - the average number of nodes of a cluster
over its lifetime.

In Figure 7, we show the empirical complementary CDF for
the cluster lifetime Tc and the average cluster size Nc . In the
case of the mobility trace, we observe that the cluster lifetime
spans from 10 seconds up to one day; similarly for the cluster
size - it varies from 2 to 200. We observe that in both the
real-life mobility and in the synthetic trace the distributions of
the lifetime and the cluster size.
We can make the following observations. First, looking at
the evolution of the size of the largest cluster in both the model

and the trace (cf. Figure 8), we see - not surprisingly - strong
diurnal fluctuations in one but not the other.
Second, the lifetime of clusters both as produced by the
model and inferred from the trace is heavy-tailed. However,
the model produces more stable clusters, which in part results
from the absence of diurnal fluctuations in the model, and from
the sharp difference between high and low-density regions. In
a real setting, the boundaries are of course more fuzzy.
Third, the cluster sizes for the model and the trace are
distributed rather differently. The model exhibits clear modes
(the largest for approx. 250 nodes, the size of the largest
cluster), which correspond to the individual supercritical disks
fitted to the trace (cf. Figure 9). Given the homogeneity of the
mobility processes, the size of each cluster tends to fluctuate
in a narrow range. In the trace, there is more of a continuous
spectrum of cluster sizes, again, in part, because of fluctuations
during the day. Small clusters arise more frequently in the trace
than in the model, which is a result of the subcritical region
not being uniform as stipulated in the model.
IV. A PPLICATION

TO

E PIDEMIC D ISSEMINATION

In this section, we evaluate the predictive power of the HRW
model in the context of epidemic dissemination, one of the
most prominent paradigms for routing in DTNs. The HRW
model has very few parameters, similar to other prominent mobility models. We argue that the HRW model appears to predict
the performance of an epidemic dissemination protocol more
accurately than other models, which suggests that clustering
and spatial heterogeneity are salient features of real mobility
scenarios that should not be abstracted away. However, we
stress that this evaluation is not exhaustive enough to conclude
that the HRW model is appropriate for all scenarios of interest,
and should be viewed as preliminary.
We first start by explaining how we fit the models under
consideration to the mobility trace. First, the average speed σ
of a node under HRW is given by:
σ 2 = πh σh2 + πl σl2 ,

(5)

where πl (πh ) is the probability that a random node is located
inside (outside) a cluster. Hence, from (5) and γ = σh2 /σl2 , we
can find the speeds inside and outside clusters.
For the HRW model, we first estimate the average speed σ 2
of all the taxis operating within the entire period of 30 days.
Next, as in the previous section, we rely on the CCL algorithm
to identify the clusters in the trace. Then, we estimate γ as
the ratio of node density inside and outside clusters. Finally,
we find the empirical probability of a random node being
associated with a cluster, i.e., πl - which is given by the ratio
between the total time nodes associate with clusters to the
total time they operate in the network. Then, using (5) we
find σl and σh . In addition, we infer also the cluster locations
and their radii by identifying the center of mass of long-term
clusters and the average distance of a node from each cluster
to the cluster’s center of mass. For the San Francisco trace, this
yields the following parameters of the HRW mobility model:

Fig. 9: A snapshot of the execution of the epidemic dissemination on the HRW mobility model fitted to the San Francisco
trace. Dots represent nodes and bright green circles show the
perimeter of the supercritical disks. The black disk represents
the source of the message, whereas a black square represents
the destination. Blue (red) dots are nodes which do (not) hold
a copy of the message.
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To fit the RW and RWP mobility models, we set the node
speed equal to σ, and we set the RWP pause time to zero. For
all the models we simulate 500 mobile nodes on a rectangle of
size 15x25 km (the same size as for the San Francisco trace).
Finally, we set the beaconing period of the epidemic protocol
to 10 sec.
For the purpose of our study, we use the following performance metrics:
• message delay - the time interval between sending the
message by the source and receiving its copy at the
destination;
• message copies - total number of copies made for a
message in the network during the message delay time
interval;
• minimum delay path - the hop-length of the minimum
delay path between the source and destination discovered
by the protocol.
In Figure 9 we show an execution snapshot of dissemination
in the HRW model. We perform 300 independent simulations
for each mobility model, where both the source and destination
are chosen independently at random. For the trace-based

simulation, for each day during the period of 30 days, we
ran 10 simulations, varying the destination and the message
sending time.
In Figure 10 we give the performance evaluation results of
the epidemic protocol using a box-plot for the three metrics.
First, we see that a (homogeneous) random walk gives a
message delay which is much larger than the real delay;
the HRW model is still conservative, but much closer to the
actual performance. This suggests that the speed at which
the message spreads benefits greatly from clusters (which
allow a rapid spread of the message to other nodes), and
from the low-density complement (where messages can travel
quickly). The RWP model underestimates the message delay,
but is closest to reality. Second, the three models predict the
number of message copies fairly well. Third, the RWP model
underestimate the minimum delay path. This is because the
RWP model has a very small mixing time, which makes it
likely that the message reaches its destination after only a
small number of hops.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Exhaustive surveys of mobility models can be found in [4],
[7]. Here we only focus on macroscopic mobility models designed for partitioned networks. To the best of our knowledge
there are only a few such mobility models [2], [10], [16], [20],
[26].
In [2] Bittner et al. propose the Area Graph Based Mobility
Model that considers the inhomogeneity of spatial node distribution. It is based on a directed graph with areas of different
densities. In [10] Hsu et al. propose a similar approach
called the Weighted Waypoint Mobility Model that captures
node preferences in choosing destinations. Unlike in [2], Hsu
et al. design their model based on mobility data (mobility
survey on a campus). Although their model is mathematically
tractable, they do not provide a closed-form expression for
time-stationary distribution. Hence, they do not have a method
for “perfect simulation”. The same holds for the model called
Clustered Mobility Model proposed in [16] by Lim et. al. All
three models above exhibit a skewed distribution of location
visits. This could result in forming islands of connectivity
at popular locations, but it is not clear if they will remain
stable. Moreover, their occurrence is due to a “preferential
attachment” mechanism. In contrast, in the HRW model,
clusters emerge in because of low node speed in popular areas.
Musolesi et al. in [20] present a mobility model that
incorporates sociological relationships between mobile nodes,
but because of this they pay the price of high model complexity. This is why their model is not easily applicable
in the simulation of partitioned networks. The Community
Based Mobility Model proposed by Spyropoulos et al. in
[26], and further extended in [11], is designed to recreate the
characteristics of mobility in sparse networks. It captures well
the skewed location visiting preferences. A careful adjustment
of its parameters may lead to the appearance of connectivity
islands, e.g. by assigning the same community to groups of
nodes and synchronizing their movement, such that a sufficient

number of nodes will be present in the community at the same
time. Our model achieves the same through a simpler, more
parsimonious model.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Based on evidence from mobility traces, we propose a
parsimonious mobility model called Heterogeneous Random
Walk. It captures some of the important mobility characteristics observed at the macroscopic level in real mobility data, yet
is mathematically simple. We give a closed-form expression of
the time-stationary node distribution and the recipe for “perfect
simulation”.
A key feature of the model is that nodes follow independent
and statistically equivalent mobility patterns, despite the presence of long-term clusters. The validity of this assumption
very much depends on the scenario at hand. For example,
while it is likely that the mobility of private cars would
exhibit strong differences from one car to the next, we have
shown one scenario in this paper where different nodes follow
very similar patterns. In summary, we believe that our model
represents a useful corner case to consider in the design of
routing protocols for partitioned networks, in order to guard
against unrealistic assumptions on the predictability of node
movements.
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A PPENDIX
A. Stationary Distribution
Proof: The diffusion process is described by a FokkerPlanck equation (or Forward Kolmogorov equation), which in
the two-dimensional case is given by ([9], p.145):
∂f (z,t)
∂t

=

− ∂ (ax (z,t)f (z,t))− ∂ (ay (z,t)f (z,t))+
∂x
∂y
+1
2

∂ 2 (b (z,t)f (z,t))+
∂x∂y xy

+1
2

∂ 2 (b (z,t)f (z,t))+
∂x∂y yx

∂2
+1
2 ∂x2 (bx (z,t)f (z,t))+
∂2
+1
2 ∂y 2 (by (z,t)f (z,t)),

(6)

where f (z, t) = P (Z(t) = z|Z(t0 ) = z0 ) with Z(t) =
(Zx (t), Zy (t)) denoting the two dimensional diffusion, and
with the values of the coefficients given by (1), (2), and (3).

Our goal is to find a stationary distribution given by f (z) =
limt→+∞ f (z, t). Hence, f (z) is a unique solution of (6) when
(z,t)
= 0.
t → +∞, in which case it holds ∂f∂t
To fully describe a diffusion process we also need to know
the boundary conditions. Here we have periodic boundary
conditions (see [9], p. 119 and p. 121) given by:
f (x,1)=f (x,0), f (1,y)=f (0,y); Jx (x,1)=Jx (x,0), Jy (1,y)=Jy (0,y),

(7)
where

By the normalization technique given in [23], Chapter 5,
we obtain:
gcorr (w)=

8
< g(w)
: σl g(w)= √1 g(w)
σh
γ

(8)
The unique solution of (6) with the conditions (7) is given by
(4).

B. Steplength Correction for Simulation
As explained in Section II-C, due to the spatially heterogenous coefficient b(z), our discrete-time simulation have
a systematic error. Therefore, a step length ∆ should be
corrected whenever b(z) has different values during this step.
Figures 11 and 12 show how to make the correction. We
consider only cases when b(z) changes its value once during
one step, because we assume ∆ is small enough so that the
cases when b(z) changes its value more than once during one
step happen rarely.
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Fig. 11: Case I - a node enters a disk.
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Fig. 12: Case II - a node leaves a disk.
We look at the projections of the step length ∆ into x and
y coordinates and hence we show how to calculate the correct
step length ∆corr = ∆+  in one-dimensional case (cf. Figure
13).
∆0 ∆00
σl2

∆

σh2

Fig. 13: One-dimensional case.
To calculate a correction term  we start from the following
equation [8]:
=

R∆

−∞

R∆
g(x)dx− −∞
gcorr (w)dw
,
gcorr (∆)

(9)

where ∆ is the step length for the case when b(x) = σl2 (i.e.,
b(x) is a constant for all x), and g(x) is the distribution of
the step length ∆, and gcorr (w) is the distribution of the exact
step length ∆corr (when b(x) is a step function).

2
if b(w) = σh

(10)

We divide ∆ in two parts as shown in Figure 13, ∆0 where
b(x) = σl2 and ∆00 where b(x) = σh2 . Then, using (9) and (10)
√
we obtain  = −(1 − 1/ γ)∆00 which means that:
∆corr =∆0 + √1 ∆00 .
γ

Jx (x,y)=−0.5 ∂ (b(x,y)f (x,y)), Jy (x,y)=−0.5 ∂ (b(x,y)f (x,y))
∂x
∂y

if b(w) = σl2

(11)

